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The brand-new historical novel based
on a true story from the bestselling
author of The Rose Code and The Alice
Network
In the snowbound city of Kiev, aspiring
historian Mila Pavlichenko’s life
revolves around her young son – until
Hitler’s invasion of Russia changes
everything. Suddenly, she and her
friends must take up arms to save
their country from the Fuhrer’s
destruction.
Handed a rifle, Mila discovers a gift –
and months of blood, sweat and tears
turn the young woman into a deadly
sniper: the most lethal hunter of Nazis.
Yet success is bittersweet. Mila is torn
from the battlefields of the eastern
front and sent to America while the
war still rages. There, she finds an
unexpected ally in First Lady Eleanor
Roosevelt, and an unexpected promise
of a different future.
But when an old enemy from Mila’s
past joins forces with a terrifying new
foe, she finds herself in the deadliest
duel of her life.
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Nisha Cantor and Sam Kemp
are two very different women.
Nisha, 45, lives the
globetrotting life of the
seriously wealthy, until her
husband inexplicably cuts her
off entirely. She doesn't even
have the shoes she was, until
a moment ago, standing in.
That's because Sam - 47,
middle-aged, struggling to
keep herself and her family
afloat - has accidentally taken
Nisha's gym bag.
Now Nisha's got nothing. And
Sam's walking tall with shoes
that catch eyes - and give her
career an unexpected boost.
Except Nisha wants her life
back - and she'll start with
her shoes...
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It's late. You're waiting up for
your son.
 Then you spot him: he's with
someone. And - you can't
believe what you see - your
funny, happy teenage boy
stabs this stranger.
 You don't know who. You
don't know why. You only
know your son is charged
with murder. His future is
lost.
 That night you fall asleep in
despair. But when you wake .
. . it is yesterday. The day
before the murder.
 Somewhere in the past lie
the answers - a reason for
this crime.
 And your only chance to
stop it . . .
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In a beautiful old
apartment block, deep
in the backstreets of
Paris, secrets are
stirring behind every
resident’s door.
The lonely wife.
The party animal.
The curtain-twitcher.
The secret lover.
The watchful caretaker
The unwanted guest.
One resident is
missing. Only the killer
holds the key to the
mystery…
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If you're perplexed by profit
margins, confused by cash flow, or
baffled by balance sheets, all your
questions and many more are
answered in this indispensable
business book. Get to grips with
how companies work, from
research and development, to
sales and marketing, and
production and distribution.
Eye-catching visual aids give a
helpful representation of each and
every aspect of business, while
complex subjects are broken down
into concise explanations,
expressed in easy-to-understand
language. Crammed with essential
terms and key concepts, How
Business Works is perfect for
anyone looking to take their
business to the next level, or those
learning the ropes from the
ground to the top.
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